2011 Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG - ROADSTER //
FULL MAIN DEALER HISTORY // JUST 3K
MILES // 2 OWNERS
ROADSTER // FULL MAIN DEALER HISTORY // JUST 3K MILES // 2 OWNERS

Preis
Baujahr
Kilometerstand
Getriebe

USD 207 615
GBP 149 995 (listed)
2011
2 972 mi / 4 783
km
Automatik

Lenkung
Innenfarbe
Zustand

Außenfarbe

Anzahl der Türen

2

Automobiltyp

Innenausstattung

Gebraucht

Kraftstoff

2

Antrieb

Rot

Standort

Zahl der Sitze

Leistung

Rechts

563 BHP / 571 PS
/ 420 kW

Benzin
Schwarz
Cabriolet /
Roadster

Zweirad
Leder

Beschreibung
FOR SALE; Full Main Dealer History // Just 3k Miles // 2 Owners
EQUIPMENT
Carbon Fibre Interior Centre Console, Carbon Wing Mirrors, Comand Navigation, AMG Active Body
Control, AMG Performance Steering Wheel, 10 Spoke Diamond Cut AMG Alloy Wheels, Alcantara Roof
Liner, Airscarf Neck Level Heating, Reversing Camera with Guidance Lines, Front and Rear Parking
Sensors, Red and Black Designo Leather, Electric Seats, Alcantara Roof Liner, Tyre Pressure
Monitoring System, Media Interface, Anti-theft Warning System and Immobiliser, AMG Aluminium
trim, Bi-Xenon Headlamps, Daytime Running Lights, Adaptive Brake Lights, Red Brakes Calipers, DAB
Digital Radio Tuner, Electrically Folding Exterior Mirrors.
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EXTERIOR
This striking Roadster emits an impressive road presence, finished in a beautiful coat of Obsidian
black metallic. The convertible roof operates completely as intended with no evidence of any wear to
the covering whatsoever. The paintwork retains its deep glossy finish from factory, complimenting
the sharp bonnet louvres and imposing quarter vent gills.
The chrome double exit exhaust, adjustable rear wing and bold 6.3 designation offer some visual
stimuli beyond the elegant lines of AMG’s first in house design.
INTERIOR
Boarding of the SLS is a truly first class affair with the cabin adorned in leather and carbon fibre. The
red and black contrasting leather seats are perfectly presented with no fraying or distortion.
The whole interior maintains excellent original integrity whilst the AMG branded aluminium entry sills
and surrounding padding are remarkably clean and free of marks or grazing.
ENGINE &amp; TRANSMISSION
In its ultimate specification, the M156 engine is at its most brash and its most potent in the SLS. With
a number of driving modes at your disposal the character always remains – one of depth and intent
with ferocious noise upon load that concludes with pops and bangs on the overrun. Sports plus or
Manual override modes are the SLS sweet spot, at its visceral best, although equally the comfort
setting boasts excellent damping and refinement. It has a gorgeous bass-laden rumble under full
throttle, and when combined with the roof lowered the amazing 6.3-litre V8 engine roar enters the
cabin at every opportunity.
WHEELS, TYRES &amp; BRAKES
The optional diamond cut 10 spoke design wheels compliment the Obsidian black metallic with
distinction; sharp and bright against the faultless paintwork. Wrapped in designation Continental
rubber the car is best placed to make the most of both wet and dry conditions, each tyre displaying
excellent tread depth.
The red AMG branded calipers show bright and clean with the steel brakes performing admirably on
test with excellent pedal feel and modulation.
HISTORY FILE
First registered in December 2011, this SLS is showing just under three thousand miles from new and
has been subject to meticulous servicing, all carried out by Mercedes main dealers on 5 separate
occasions.
With just two owners from new, the car is presented with the original leather owner’s wallet
containing all manuals, service invoices and a spare key.
Please visit our website for a full write up and additional photographs.
The car is supplied having had an extensive intake inspection. Warranty, Finance, Part Exchange and
Worldwide shipping are all available on request.
Buy with confidence: we operate from a 10,000sq ft indoor showroom with the support of a fully
functioning 4000sq ft preparation and service centre that includes a professional photo studio that is
used by Top Gear, McLaren and Alpine Stars. We have a passionate team that work incredibly hard to
ensure all our motor cars go through our rigorous and unique sales process so they are presented in
the best possible condition and light, then found homes all over the world.
Keep up to date: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and instagram. Register on our webpage for the
latest stock updates.
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Titel Herr
Vorname Lucas
Last name Hutchings
Unit 12a Rudgwick Brickworks
Lynwick Street
Rudgwick
West Sussex
RH12 3DH
Vereinigtes Königreich
Telefonnummer +44-1483338901
http://www.theoctanecollection.com/
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